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Burt – 9th September
I, Burt Windsor, have everything. I have the looks,
the style, the massive house, the cool friends, and of
course all the girls.
If I had a CV, which I don’t coz I’m fifteen, this
would be the first sentence. I think it would definitely
make people read about my shanizzle. I would defo get
the job.
Except the last bit is a lie because I don’t have the
one thing I’ve wanted since I was eleven years old –
Rebecca Vargas. First day I saw her I knew I had to make
her mine. Back when I was a little Year 7 scrotum she
was the fittest girl in class. Now she’s the fittest girl
in the school, and she’s grown the best pair of tits.
I think long black hair, olive skin, green eyes and
massive bangers is the perfect combination. There’s only
one thing on my bucket list and that’s getting with Bex.
So far it’s been a proper disaster. #wellgutting.
The first time I tried was at the Year 7 Prom. She just
said no. Then again in Year 8 at Zayn’s New Year’s Eve
party she told me I was too cocky. In Year 9 it was on
a school trip to Brighton. She said she didn’t like
spoilt little rich kids. Last year, older and totally
wiser, I made my move up on High Bench in Greenwich
Park, my favourite place in the world. It was proper
romantic. I lured her there by saying I needed to talk
to her about her mate Riana. Turned out Riana really
fancied me, so all I did was stitch myself up. Every
fucking year, shot down like a dickless twat.

Now she has a long line of knobheads queuing up. Some
of them are my own mates. It can’t happen. It’s Year 11
and this year I’m going for the organic approach. I will
become the boy she wants. I will not give up. I must not
fail. The Burtmeister is ready.



Song 1 – Arrivals
“So is that it then?”
“What?”
“Final answer?”
“How many times do I have to say no, Burt?”
“I need some feedback this time. Is it my style you’re not
having? Coz it can’t be my looks.”
“Are you being serious?”
Bex looked him up and down. “OK, for starters I’m into
rock bands. You dress like you’re in a boy band. Look at
those shoes!”
“What’s wrong with them?”
“It’s not about the shoes.”
Bex rolled her eyes, turned and headed off to class. Burt
watched her go. Had she no idea how good they would look
together? Boy band?? She had to be taking the piss. Did he
really look like he was in a boy band? He needed time to
smoke and he needed time to think.
He headed for the school vegetable patch. The walled-off
scrap of land was like a purpose-built sanctuary for smokers.
Burt liked it there when everyone was in lessons. He sat down
heavily on a moss-covered school chair and began rolling.
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Another advance totally shot down. Five years of striking
out. An eternity. Something had to give. Persistence as a
method was clearly failing. The whole school knew that he’d
been after Bex for years. Even his mates were starting to give
him major shit about it. As he watched the smoke drift up past
the dilapidated greenhouse, Burt considered his options.
The shoes could go. That was easy to sort. Suddenly it came
to him; he would re-style his whole look. She liked rock. He
would dress rock. How hard could it be? A leather jacket and
some skinny jeans – maybe some cowboy boots. That might
do the trick.
No. It wouldn’t.
Burt took a long pull on his roll-up and concentrated harder.
If he was going to get with Bex Vargas he needed to go way
beyond the usual limits.
The idea hit him like a hurricane. He stubbed his cigarette
out on a knackered tomato plant and ran inside.


Sitting alone in the lunch canteen was not something Edward
Poacher, Egg to his fellow students, enjoyed, but his options
were limited. He wasn’t big, hard, cool or funny and he knew
it. He accepted the geek label on day one of Year 7. His hair
was an uncontrollable flame red; his skin pale and spotty. His
mum chose the wire-framed glasses and cheap clothes. At over
six feet tall it was impossible to remain anonymous despite the
deliberate stoop. This unfortunate combination attracted the
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attention of nearly every notorious bastard in the year, whilst
the female half of the school had no idea he even existed.
Music was Egg’s life. Any instrument he picked up he could
play. By the age of ten he was grade eight on the piano. Every
spare moment was taken up with new discovery; no stone was
left unturned in the unearthing of musical masterpieces. Classical, rock, roots, alternative, if it was good then Egg would find it.
Music and the monotony of the school routine were his friends.
As he sat there sucking the life out of a carton of value
orange juice, Egg watched the cool kids as they laughed and
joked. He watched Rebecca Vargas. Perfect in every way and
so far out of his league he felt guilty just looking at her. Her
smile alone sent a tingling sensation up his neck and into his
head. What would happen if she smiled directly at him? He
didn’t know, but he thought he might like to find out.


Burt stared at Egg and began to have serious doubts. Could he
really be in a band with this kid? He scanned the hall, hoping
no one would spot him on the wrong side of the canteen. Bex
was with Riana, looking disgracefully fit. Adapt and compromise. He needed to get to work.
Burt quick-stepped his way over. “Hello, mate!” he said
brightly.
Egg looked up from his salad sandwich in surprise. It was
the first time he had seen the best-looking boy in the school
up close. He scanned the features for flaws; the cheekbones,
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strong jaw and dazzling blue eyes. There were none. What
could Burt Windsor possibly want with him?
“You any good?” Burt asked casually, pointing to the tuba
case under the dining table.
“I’m grade eight,” Egg replied, blushing.
“You know how to play guitar, right?”
“Yes. Why?”
“I heard you were pretty useful.”
“I’m OK.”
Burt took a deep breath and cleared his throat. “I’m starting
a band and I’m looking for a lead guitarist so I thought I might
as well ask you,” he said.
Egg shifted in his seat. “You up for it then?” Burt pressed.
Egg was silent for a long moment before cautiously nodding.
“Cool! We’re holding auditions for a bass player and drummer next Tuesday in the assembly room after school. Me and
you will be the judging panel. Good cop, bad cop. Like on the
Starfinder panel… It’s a show on TV.”
Burt balled his hand and thrust it toward Egg. “Deal?”
Egg stared at the fist for a moment. Confused, he extended
an open palm. Burt sighed and shook his head. He nudged the
back of Egg’s fingers and sauntered back to his friends.
Egg continued to watch the cool kids, but something had
changed. Colour started to seep into his black and white life.
His mind buzzed, excited by new possibilities.
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Burt – 12th September
I have to get with Bex soon or I’ll go sex mental.
I have an iPhone picture of her in her P.E. kit that
helps. I bought a bunch of new clothes and asked her on
a date but she just laughed and walked off again. I ran
after her and asked if she was winding me up? She told
me I couldn’t just put on a leather jacket and think I
was rock’n’roll, I had to live it. So I told her I was
in a band. She told me I was only a 6/10 in the looks
department but if I really was in a band then I might
be a 10/10. 6/10? That’s gotta be a wind up! Telling me
I look like I’m in a boy band is one thing, but saying
I’m six out of ten is a proper cuss. The challenge
remains, scoring a perfect ten on the Bex Fit-O-Meter
is fundamental. Anyway – she has no idea how shit hot my
band is gonna be.
I asked this pleb called Egg to help me. He’s a right
ginger twat but I had no choice. I need someone who can
play an instrument. It’s got proper drastic now. I’m on
full alert.
It’s all kicking off next week. I’m holding auditions
and Egg is going to judge them with me. My old man tells
me every chance he gets I’m ‘style over substance’ and
that I’ve never done anything of value in my life. I’m
fifteen. What the fuck does he expect? Being ‘cool as
fuck’ is the only thing anyone gives a wank about. I
tried to explain that to him but he just looked at me
as if I wasn’t there. That he didn’t get my point makes
him a knobhead. I’ve got substance and I’m going to do
something of value. So fuck you dad. How about you and
Mum start giving me parental advice when you’re actually
in the country longer than five minutes.
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The back of the upper deck was the most dangerous place on
earth, exactly why Michael Twining, AKA Tea, made a point of
being there. He sat on the hard plastic seat and sparked a joint.
He inhaled deeply, tipped his head back, exhaled and wondered
why he hadn’t tagged anything in over a year. As the blue
smoke hit the ceiling of the empty bus, Tea pulled out his iPod
and spun the dial. Public Enemy. He turned the classic full up.
Had he grown out of tagging? Was he evolving? His mum
wouldn’t complain if he was. Tea loved his mum. She let him
smoke in the flat, have girls back and since his dad had fucked
off he was allowed out as late as he liked. Tea didn’t take
advantage of the freedom.
Sometimes he caught her staring out of the window at the
worn-out estate below with a sad look on her face. He didn’t
like seeing her like that. He was mad at his dad for leaving
them so badly in debt. Uncle Frank, his mum’s brother, tried
to help as much as possible but mostly it was Tea and his mum
against the world.
Tea tensed when he saw Burt Windsor lurch up the aisle
toward him. What the fuck did he want? The back of the bus
was no place for a pretty boy. Was he going to tell Tea to put
the joint out? He hadn’t figured Burt as a do-gooder. A posing
wanker, yes, but not a do-gooder.
Burt said nothing, and coolly handed him a flier. It read:
Members needed for well amazing new rock
band. Auditions to be held on Tuesday 18th
September after school in the Music Room
– only serious applicants need apply.
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Tea sat up from his slumped position. If there was one thing
he took seriously, one thing he did better than smoking weed,
it was playing bass guitar. His Fender Precision was the only
thing his father had ever given him. It was the only legal thing
his father had ever taught him.


Egg trudged up the steepest hill in South London towards
school. The September morning had a chill in the air. It was
bad enough that his coat was too thin, without his tuba weighing him down, slapping the back of his legs. He heard a shout
from behind.
“Oi! Smeg!”
The tuba made it difficult to look round. Egg knew it was
George Graves, his chief tormentor. George got away with
pushing people around because he was in Burt Windsor’s
gang, the LBC. He was good looking, popular and the meanest bastard in Year 11.
“All right Pasty Face? You been chatting with dead people
again?” George sneered, skipping up alongside Egg and
giving him a hard clap on the back of his neck. Egg barrelled
forward, just managing to keep his balance.
“You gonna audition for the band?” George asked, his
breath visible in harsh wisps.
“I’m not auditioning for anything. I don’t know what you’re
talking about,” Egg lied, shooting George a quick glance.
George hadn’t bothered John Lewis for his school uniform.
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Black shoes, white shirt, house tie and blue trousers were
replaced by black moccasins without socks, slim-fit dark
blue jeans, a white Fred Perry polo shirt and a custom made
burgundy house tie. He had flawless skin, a year round tan and
shoulder-length blond hair. George had been voted the second
best looking boy in the year. Egg suspected he dyed his hair
so he could look more like Burt. Some reckoned he plucked
his dark eyebrows too. Either way, Egg thought George’s
dead blue eyes were set too deep, giving him a hollow, almost
starved look.
“Burt tells me you’re pretty good on guitar.”
“Does he?”
“Yeah. Mind you he also said you’re the biggest wanker in
London Town so don’t get too excited.”
Egg quickened his pace. George stepped behind and kicked
at Egg’s heels. He crashed face first, his tuba hammering the
back of his head as he clattered to the pavement. George
bounced away, laughing.


Clipper bombed up the wing, skinned the right back, cut
inside and flew a perfectly weighted ball onto his centre forward’s head. Burt’s finishing was beautiful; goal number four.
Clipper ran over and grabbed his team-mate for the fourth
time that day, squeezing him hard around the waist.
Back in the changing room Clipper studied Burt’s midriff.
It was mental how ripped he was. He glanced at the other
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boys as they changed. None of them were anywhere near as
defined. Burt looked up and Clipper dropped his eyes.
“You played good today, Clip,” Burt shouted over the chat.
“When are your trials for Charlton youth again?”
“Next Thursday!” Clipper answered, unable to meet his
teammate’s eye.
“You play drums, don’t you?” Burt asked, strutting over to
Clipper and handing him a flier.
Clipper read it slowly. He and Burt didn’t chat off the
pitch. Burt had the LBC. Clipper hung with the football
heads. “Er … yes,” he replied before bolting out of the
changing room.
The corner shop on the estate where Justin Liam Clipper
lived was his safe spot; the place he visited when he needed
to work stuff out. Clipper loved to surf the chocolate counter
before checking out the magazine racks. Why was he so shy
around Burt? He couldn’t be in a band with the kid unless he
got a grip on it.
The ritual was always the same: pick up football magazine,
flick, put down; quick look around, pick up fashion magazine, study heavily. Clipper could easily spend an hour in the
corner shop. The shop owner didn’t mind because he was
such a likeable lad.
Clipper wondered what he would look like in some of the
clothes he saw in the magazines. His eye was drawn to some
of the more eccentric looks. Why didn’t he just buy one? No
one would care, would they? And even if they did, he was the
hardest lad in the school; unbeaten in seven fights.
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His most recent scrap had been with a lad called George
Graves and was the fight that confirmed Clipper’s status.
George was an evil bastard who picked on kids smaller or
weaker than him. Clipper hated bullies. His dad had been
bullied for years at school.
It made no odds to Clipper that George was a member of
the LBC. No one was untouchable if they were throwing their
weight around. It started when George spammed a geeky lad
who was on his own in the dining hall. Clipper offered him
out and George accepted the challenge. The venue and time
was set, the underpass after the last bell. The centre of the
subway was open air, with four tunnelled exits surrounding
steep grassy slopes. It was the closest thing to a gladiatorial
amphitheatre the kids had.
Everyone bunched up tight on the grassy banks. No one
wanted to miss the fight of the year. George was beaten in
forty seconds and the crowd loved every moment. Clipper
was the new Daddy of the School.
No one would ever bother Clipper, so why was he worried
that people might discover his secret passion for fashion?
The morning after the big game Clipper arrived at school
tired and stiff. The flier Burt had shown him in the changing
rooms had kept him awake. He checked the game report on
the bulletin board and noticed that beneath it, stuck up with
chewing gum, was the same flier. He read it again, took a deep
breath, and made a decision.
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Song 2 – Auditions
Egg stood on the sweeping gravel drive and studied the enormous house. How could people live in such luxury? What did
they do with all that space? Egg would only need a music room
and a bedroom. Maybe a kitchen and a bathroom too. This
house had three floors and sixteen outward facing windows.
Three vehicles were parked on the driveway. Egg didn’t know
much about cars, but he recognised the brands of Lamborghini
and Porsche. He’d seen the large silver Range Rover before,
because last term Burt had driven it to school and parked it next
to the headmaster’s Kia. Burt had been suspended for a week.
Egg found it hard to go up the grandiose steps leading up to
the front door; not physically but mentally. Ever since Burt had
asked him to be in a band Egg had worried. He worried about
what his mum would say. He worried about not being good
enough and he worried about being accepted by Burt’s friends.
He’d slept really badly since Burt had insisted he come to the
house for a band meeting. He’d spent an hour picking over his
wardrobe, trying to decide what he should wear.
Suddenly the door swung open. Egg spun quickly and
started back down the steps.
“Egg, what are you doing?”
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He froze and turned slowly back towards the voice, his face
scarlet. “Oh, I … I forgot something.”
“What?” Burt said leaning on the door-frame casually.
“Er… My guitar.”
“I told you yesterday I have loads of guitars. I have
everything.”
“Yes, I can see that.” Egg relaxed a little and nodded at the
mansion. “It’s very nice.”
“It’s yours for 3.3 million.” Burt said, smiling. “Come in.
Let’s get on with it.”
Inside the house Egg felt as though his neck was made of
rubber. Taking in the wealth was exhausting; the china vases,
the decorative mirrors, the plush rugs and the ornate pieces of
antique furniture. The stairway that dominated the entrance and
rose up to the first floor was at least five times wider than his
stairs at home. He shook his head and followed Burt along a
long marble corridor to a kitchen. Except it didn’t look like
any kitchen Egg had ever seen. It was huge. A massive square
island work-surface stood in the centre of the room, with lots of
shiny pots, pans and kitchen utensils hanging over it on metal
hooks. On the other side of the room in the bay of the enormous
double windows was the dining area with a beautifully carved
round table at its heart. Sitting at the table was a tiny figure; a
girl of about nine or ten, with loads of wavy hair and blue plastic-framed glasses. Her presence was completely unexpected.
“Hi,” said the girl.
“Hello, I’m Edward but everyone calls me Egg,” he replied,
rooted to the spot.
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She smiled, her eyes fixed on him with intense curiosity.
“You don’t look like Burt’s usual friends. Do you want a drink?”
“Oh OK. Water please.”
“Don’t fuss over him Mills. We’re here to talk important
business.”
“Music business?” she said skipping to the double-door
fridge.
“How could you possibly know that?”
“I read stuff on your laptop,” she said, filling an elegant
glass from a magic dispenser.
Burt shook his head. “How many times do I have to tell
you? That’s private. Can you not read it please?”
Millie handed Egg the water. “Are you the best musician
in the school?”
“I wouldn’t say that!”
“What instruments can you play?”
“Well. Let me see.” Egg smiled for the first time. “I play the
piano, guitar, violin and tuba to a pretty high standard. I also
took tabla lessons for a while, which is an Indian percussive
instrument. I think I could probably play most instruments to
be honest. You see if you master a wind, percussive, stringed,
plucked, plonked and bowed instrument you pretty much
have all bases covered.”
Millie let out a burst of laughter. It was infectious and Egg
snorted some of his water back up. Immediately mortified, he
stared at the floor.
“All right, Egg, she didn’t ask for your life story. Do you wanna
come and check out the music room?” Burt said impatiently.
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“Good to meet you, Edward the Egg,” Millie said.
Egg drained the water and hurried over to the sink. He
wanted to wash the glass but one glance at the space age tap
with its single lever put him off the idea. There was no draining board, just a hole in the granite surface. He placed the
glass carefully down on the side.
“Jesus, Smeg, you really are well trained,” Burt said, disappearing back towards the giant hall. Egg followed him up
the stairs, taking in the immaculate landings with yet more
beautiful furniture and ornaments.
“Where are your mum and dad?” Egg asked as they headed
up towards the top of the house.
“Not here,” Burt replied flatly. “They fuck off for months.”
“So who looks after you and Millie?”
“No one. I convinced my dad I was two years older than
I am and that he could save money getting rid of the live-in
housekeepers. We got the whole house to ourselves. The
cleaner comes in three times a week and we get a weekly
food delivery. That’s it.”
Egg frowned. “But he must know how old you are. What
about your mum?”
Burt carried on up the stairs as he replied. “He probably
does but what you gotta understand is my dad doesn’t give
a fuck. And neither does she. Me and Mills don’t need them
anyway. We’re fine.”
Egg sensed this was a subject Burt wasn’t keen on talking
about. He swallowed his curiosity and followed Burt up the
final flight of stairs.
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The music room was on the third floor. He stood in the
doorway and marvelled. Burt had every type of instrument
imaginable.
“Is that a Bouzouki?” Egg said, stepping into the room
in wonder.
“Egg, I have no fucking idea what you’re talking about.”
Egg paced across the cluttered room and extracted the
stringed instrument from its wall mounting. He hitched up
his leg, settled his foot on the piano stool and began to finger
pick. A sharp metallic sound emanated from the instrument.
Burt’s eyes widened.
“It’s Greek! From the lute family!” Egg said, unable to
stop playing.
“I don’t give a shit where it’s from, Egg, but you really can
play the fucker.”


Burt – 18th September
I have an immaculate reputation. The looks, the clobber,
the gang of loyal followers and a fleet of badass cars to
drive (found the new hiding place for the keys Dad! You
really are a dickhead). I’ve been voted ‘fittest male’ every
year since I started secondary school. So why the fuck
doesn’t Bex want to get with me? It’s not even logical.

The auditions are today! Mum’s been away for two months
and gets back tomorrow for two days. I reckon that’s a
piss-take. She hasn’t even bothered to ask me what I
want for my sixteenth fucking birthday that’s been and
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gone. Would have been good to see her longer than two
days, but who needs parents when you’re in a rock’n’roll
band?! Egg came round yesterday. He’s a total weirdo
but he can properly play and he was well impressed
with my music room. I reckon my dad collecting all them
instruments is about the only useful thing he has ever
done for me. Even though it wasn’t on purpose.


Egg hadn’t moved from his chair for two hours. He hadn’t
been allowed to. He needed a pee so badly he’d started getting
pains shooting from his bladder to his stomach.
Burt checked his clip-board. “OK, three more to see.”
Burt had arranged with Mr Andrews to use the music room
for the auditions and was taking it all very seriously. He’d put
himself and Egg behind a table. Egg had choked back any
honest comment throughout the unfolding pantomime. He
finally snapped. Whether it was the pain erupting in his gut or
the offence to his ears he wasn’t sure.
“Burt, I just think this is madness. We’ve been sitting here
for hours auditioning people that can’t play and can’t sing!
It’s pointless.”
Burt looked incensed. “You what?!” Burt spat. ”Just because
you’re all amazing at instruments don’t mean every other fucker
is. Get back in your box and do what I’m paying you to do.”
“You’re not paying me and yesterday at your home you
said you wanted me to speak my mind and use my expertise
to advise you?”
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Burt frowned. “So, what if I did!”
“So, the only people we’ve been auditioning have been
your talentless friends.”
Burt looked outraged. “You’re totally crossing the line
now!” He slapped the table hard, making Egg jump. “They
might be talentless but at least they have a dress sense.”
Burt took a deep breath. “What about Sid Vicious or Stuart
Sutcliff? They couldn’t play but they looked great!”
Egg raised a hand in surrender. “OK, you said three more.
Who’s next?”
“George Graves!”
Egg put his head in his hands, his stomach lurching with
renewed pain. George sauntered in arrogantly and gave Egg a wink.
“What’s your name and where do you come from?”
Burt asked him as soon as George was stood on the
designated spot.
“You know my name Burt and you also know where I live,”
he replied with a mocking grin.
“Yes, yes, but for the benefit of my fellow judge please can
you state your name and where you come from.”
“I’m not stating my name and where I come from for
his benefit.”
Burt turned to Egg. “Do you know George?”
“He helps me carry my tuba up the hill from time to time,”
Egg said quietly.
“Oh!” Burt said looking very confused before turning back
to George. “What will you be playing for us today?”
“Can’t play anything. Gonna sing!”
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“What are you going to sing?”
“Who shot the Sherriff by Bob Marley.”
Before Burt could reply George launched into an acapella
interpretation of the song; a tuneless, disjointed dirge that was
agony on the ears. Just as George was rounding on the second
verse Burt put a hand up.
“That’s great George. We’ll let you know.”
Egg watched, with some pleasure, as George’s expression
switched from concentration to confusion to humiliation in a
couple of seconds. He glared at Egg and stomped out of the room.
“That went well!” Egg said solemnly.
Burt ignored him. “Next up is Clipper. He’s the captain of
the footie team and Daddy of the school.”
“What’s a Daddy of school?” Egg asked.
Burt looked annoyed. “The hardest kid in school. Anyway,
he is supposed to be a decent drummer. That’s why I got you
to set the drums up.”
A barrel-chested boy with sandy hair, big eyebrows and a
friendly face walked in. He wore training gear and was carrying a pair of drumsticks. It was obvious to Egg that he was
extremely nervous.
“Hi, can you state your name and where you come from?”
Burt said.
“I’m Clipper and I’m from here,” he said, staring at his big
white trainers.
Burt let out a long sigh and scraped a hand over his face.
“OK, can you go and sit at the drums please, Clip, and show
us what you got.
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Clipper sat behind the kit. He closed his eyes, lifted a
knuckle white ham fist and began to play a three over four
polyrhythm beat. At the same time he used his right foot to
pedal the bass drum and his left for the high hat.
Egg looked at Burt with raised eyebrows. “He’s actually
not bad.”
Burt nodded in response, watching his team-mate intently.
When he’d finished, Clipper shot up from his stool and almost
sprinted back to the judging spot, red-faced.
“Ok, Clip, we’ll let you know. Thank you for coming.”
Clipper gritted his teeth and shut his eyes tight. “Aren’t you
going to comment?” He paused. “No, don’t comment, I know
I was shit. I shouldn’t have come.”
Egg glanced from Burt to Clipper. “You’re the best person
we’ve seen all day,” he said.
Clipper looked up, a smile spreading across his face.
“Really? You mean it?”
“Yes, we do, now get out!” Burt said, glaring at Egg.
Clipper approached the table and shook both judges’ hands.
“Thanks loads for this opportunity,” he said before turning
and half jogging, half skipping out of the room.
“Who’s next?” Egg asked innocently.
“Don’t ever do that again. We absolutely can’t give these
people false hope.”
Egg forced the laughter down. “Yes, you’re right. Who’s next?”
“Tea. He’s a year older than us but Mr Andrews says he’s
an amazing bass player. He’s from the estate. His Uncle is
Frankie ‘The Hat’ Sheehan.”
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“I don’t know who that is. Is he a celebrity?”
“No, he’s not a celebrity,” Burt sighed, shaking his head.
“Anyway Tea rates himself pretty highly. The birds think he’s
proper good-looking but he keeps to himself. I can’t work
him out. He’s turned up to a couple of my parties with some
random fitty on his arm. I think he must…” Before Burt could
continue Tea strolled in wearing baggy jeans and big trainers.
He was handsome but moody looking; the opposite of Clipper, with olive skin and long, glossy, straight black hair.
He put the case he was carrying down, unclipped it and
removed an ancient but pristine guitar. He took the jack lead
and plugged it in, slung the strap around his neck and began
to play. Tea’s fingers hurtled across the four fat strings, the
deep rich sound he produced faultless. Egg watched, becoming increasingly excited. Burt put his palm up. Tea glanced at
the hand, turned away and began to play high bass, the upper
frets giving him the license to express more defined melody.
After a minute he finished off with a flamboyant trill, turned
back to the judging table and gave Burt an even stare. Burt put
his hand down.
“Er, thank you very much. We’ll let you know,” he said.
Tea nodded, unslung his strap and started to reverse the
process.
“Is that a 1966 Fender blacktop?” Egg almost whispered
the question.
Tea looked up from his crouched position, closed the case
on the instrument and nodded.
“Wow, that’s some guitar,” Egg gushed.
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“It was the only thing my wanker of an old man left me,”
Tea said, his voice deep and husky. “That and how to play the
fucking thing.”
“Well, you certainly can play it,” Egg said, blushing.
Tea nodded, glanced at Burt with unveiled scorn and left
the room.
Egg turned to Burt excitedly. “He’s the best player we’ve
seen. I don’t think he has any idea just how good he is!”
Burt wrinkled his perfect features. “I’m not sure he’s the
right fit!”
“Why not? He’s the only one who can play. He’s exactly
the right fit.”
Burt made for the door. “I need a piss.”


Egg – 19th September
The auditions were yesterday. The standard was low
and Burt was very annoying. He likened himself to
Wilson Cloom from that TV show Next Big Thing but when
it came to commenting on them he was very positive,
probably because all except two were in the LBC. I
really must find out what that stands for. Spencer,
Christian, Zayn and of course George all auditioned.
They were all rubbish.
When Tea walked in it was like a breath of fresh air.
He was really cool. He didn’t say a word, just started
laying down great bass lines. I felt a pang of hope. My
only critique would be that he puts slightly too many
notes into each bar but he could obviously really play.
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Just before Tea we had Clipper. He was really nervous.
As soon as he started bashing I was reminded of a John
Lennon quote. When he was asked if Ringo Star was the
best drummer in the world, he replied “He’s not even the
best drummer in the Beatles”.
I’m a better drummer than Clipper but I can’t play all
the instruments in the band. Besides I’m pretty sure he
will learn fast and has enough natural rhythm. I told
Burt I think he should also be asked to join. Last year
Clipper stuck up for me when George spammed me in the
canteen. I don’t think he even knew I was the same kid.
I didn’t see the fight but I heard Clipper smashed him.
Before eventually agreeing on Clipper and Tea, Burt
spent ages trying to convince me that some of his mates
were good enough to play in the band. I wasn’t having
any of it. Brian Clough the legendary football manager
once said. “We talk about it for twenty minutes and then
we decide I was right.” I don’t like football but I do
like good quotes.

Burt asked me to choose some songs for us to get stuck
into at our first rehearsal. I tried to choose some that
are both easy and are classics. I deliberately steered
clear of modern songs:
Led Zeppelin – Black Dog; Guns ‘n’ Roses – Knocking
On Heaven’s Door; The Who – My Generation; The Beatles
– Get Back; Steppenwolf – Born To Be Wild; Free – All
Right Now; Jimi Hendrix –Voodoo Chile; Thin Lizzy – The
Boys Are Back In Town
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Last night I dreamt of Burt’s music room. It was a very
strange dream. Burt had a head the size of a cathedral
and was standing up on the grand piano. Me, Clipper and
Tea were all sitting cross-legged on the floor looking up
at him as he sang Rod Stewart’s Do You Think I’m Sexy.
I awoke with one question on my mind. What exactly would
Burt do in the band? Is it his intention to sing?


Tea – 20th September
The idiot known as Burt from the year below me asked if
I wanted to join his poxy band today so I asked him a
few relevant questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How many gigs have you got booked?
Where would we practise?
How much do I get a week?
Did he expect me to dress in those stupid jeans?
What’s the band’s name?

I forgot all the other answers because the band name
was so shit. The RockAteers? Who comes up with a name
like that? A right fucking tit is who! What a shit
name. He begged me to join so I said yes. Why waste the
talent? Burt is just about the most confident bloke I
have ever seen, and the girls he hangs about with are
proper fit. I’ve decided I will skin it and bling it
until I can’t be bothered no more and then I can just
fuck off. Clipper the drummer and Egg the guitarist are
odd choices. Basically the band consists of a plank, an
arrogant ponce and a fat footballer.
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I have finally mastered how to roll a spliff with one hand!


Clipper – 21st September
I got the gig! Get in! I’m the new drummer in an awesome
new rock band! How totally amazing is that? First
rehearsal is next week, I cannot wait. Factoid!


Burt – 22nd September
I’m more than a bit chuffed with myself. In only two
weeks I have formed a rock band single-handed! #getin!
The line-up will be me in the lead singer position. Egg
on guitar, Tea on bass and Clipper on drums. Not exactly
the quartet I imagined but then if all my mates are
gonna turn out to be talentless wankers what can I do?
What the fuck was Spencer doing singing a pre-puberty
Justin Bieber song? I had high hopes George would be
half-decent but he was shitter than everyone combined.
He absolutely murdered a Bob Marley song and in my book
that’s sacrilege. Egg the little ginger prick didn’t do
what I told him to do in the audition but I suppose he
was right about Tea and Clipper. They can both play. So
that’s it. I’m in a fucking rock band. Bex won’t know
what’s hit her.
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